
 

Development of the share price in 
June 20201

The NorCom started June at a value of 9.96 euros and ex-
ceeded on June 1st. the 10 euro mark. At the beginning 
of June it rose and reached its monthly high of 12.60 
euros on June 9th.

In the second half of the month, it settled between 11 
and 12 euros. At the end of the month it then lost a few 
percentage points again and closed June at EUR 10.05.

In terms of the month, it only remains with just under 1 
percent in the plus.

After a relatively strong May, the TecDax lost value in 
June. This is where the drama surrounding Wirecard 
shares comes through. For the TecDax, this means a loss 
of almost 10 percent in June.

Market capitalization at the end of the month
The current market capitalization is EUR 21,387,837 
(June 30, 2020)
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Business development in June  
20202

General business development
The Corona crisis will be reflected in sales in the second 
quarter.
Nevertheless, there was more confidence in discussions 
with customers and other companies in June and a slight 
relaxation is emerging.
Many companies are returning to normal processes and 
signaling their willingness to go back to project planning.

Personal meetings are still very rare - but virtual mee-
tings can now be implemented very well. There will be 
some demos in the next few weeks.

Merger of EAGLE and DaSense
The planned integration of EAGLE and DaSense is very 
popular with customers. On the one hand, when wor-
king with documents, it can make sense to be able to 
integrate measurement data into the work and carry out 
extensive analyzes. And the use of DaSense can be enri-
ched by the expansion with extensive document editing 
functions.

As part of an upselling campaign, NorCom wants to 
demonstrate the functions of the other product to cus-
tomers and thus convince them of the advantages of a 
merger.90
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Press review4
industry-of-things.de, 18. Juni 2020
4 Vorteile durch den richtigen Einsatz von Big Data 
in der Industrie 
For many companies, big data is the holy grail of optimi-
zation. In most scenarios, however, the amount of data 
is too large to be used sensibly by industrial companies. 
The following steps can curb the flood of data.
 

gruenderszene.de, 29. Juni 2020
Wie Software-Startups die Autoindustrie aushebeln 
The car is changing from an analog sheet metal product 
to a digital high-tech vehicle at an ever faster rate. Howe-
ver, the manufacturers no longer manage it on their own.

cio.de, 16. Juni 2020
Vom kleinen Punkt zum großen Ganzen
No analytics without data management, no data econo-
my without analytics. For successful implementation, 
obstacles must be removed - in the structures and in the 
minds.
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General market development3
In June, the development of the stock market was re-
latively calm despite the dense news. Behavioral eco-
nomist Joachim Goldberg suspects that many players 
want to wait and see whether market prices are follo-
wed by good economic data. As soon as the reporting 
season gets going, the effects of the lockdown will also 
be disclosed as part of corporate earnings.

Towards the end of July, the GDP figures of various 
countries will quantify the economic damage, which 
has been indicated by the monthly estimates for some 
time.
Goldberg rates the market mood as neutral, so the mar-
ket lacks momentum. That is why the rally that started 
in March is not yet over, but is in a correction phase.

If you look at the second quarter in general, the stock 
markets developed surprisingly well: Calculated in eu-
ros, the MSCI World Index rose by 16.1 percent!

Expert Thomas Gründer sees the reason for this in the 
delay. Stock markets look to the future, economic data 
provide results for the recent past.

The stock markets don‘t ignore the poor earnings figu-
res because they rose in the second quarter. They have 
priced in the COVID 19 drama as part of their unpre-
cedented course decline by March 21 and are looking 
into the near future.

Source: Börse Frankfurt / Kolumnen

Financial calendar 2020
Annual Report 2019  April 30, 2020
  
1st quarterly figures 2020: Mai 29, 2020
Half-year figures 2020:   August 31, 2020
3rd quarterly figures 2020:  November 30, 2020

Annual general meeting 2020: 
Due to the ongoing restrictions imposed by Corona, it 
is currently not clear in what form a general meeting 
can take place. The date previously scheduled for 
July 17 will therefore probably be postponed. A new 
appointment will be published promptly.
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